
Sample Statement of Purpose for MBA in Australia

I am applying for a Masters in Business Administration after completing 3 years of working as an
engineer immediately after under graduation in Civil Engineering. I understand that this course has a
requirement of a minimum of 3 years of work experience and will provide knowledge and skills that
can help the student to go back to his work and work more efficiently.

From my childhood, I was a student who was always interested in science and mathematics and was
interested in making homes for my toys. I did my high school and secondary education in Non-
medical and had excellent grades in STEM subjects. I took a fancy for technology and opted for
Electronics Engineering. While I studied engineering, I also did a part-time diploma in information
technology- developing applications for mobiles and computers.

I got a great benefit of being tech-savvy as it helped me with Auto-cad and other tools that provided
great help in engineering designs. After completing my Bachelors of Technology I did a six-month
internship and while I was doing an internship with Wipro technologies, I was offered a job as a junior
executive that I joined.

On the job, I got different learning and experience as what is studied in the classroom gets a different
form and vision when applied to real life. Real-life situations are much complex and require different
handling depending on the merit of the situation. This work made me practically skillful and increased
my critical and creative thinking abilities. As I was working closely with the management of the
company, their working and strategy-making influenced me, and my leadership qualities and ability to
handle difficult situations and performing under stressful situations impressed them.

In our weekly interactive meeting, before I could speak about my desire to learn management
techniques, my supervisor made me an offer and I should go in for the Masters in Business
Administration studies in an open economy and vibrant country like Australia where I will be able to
polish my skills and will get an opportunity to grow cognitively also, and as icing on the cake, they
offered to sponsor my education. It was a dream come true situation and I grabbed the opportunity
without blinking my eyes.

I started searching for the best possible MBA for myself and the supervisor at my company helped
me pin point at xxxxxx university. The subject matter was also as per my needs and I was an exact fit
in the eligibility criteria also. I was granted leave to prepare for my standardized tests as the company
wanted me to be at my best. Now I have completed all the requirements scoring in the highest
brackets of the standardized and language proficiency tests.

I am enclosing all the transcripts, certificates, achievements, work experience, and the supporting
relevant documents along with the sponsorship letter of my company and am quite hopeful that I will
be able to start my studies in the coming fall session.


